A higher level

Be active when choosing your tail lift. Find the facts and choose for
the future.
Test the quality and the reliability. Look into service network and
product range – do they cover your needs? And what about the
life-time cost?
Zepro tail lifts rise above the multitude with tangible and decisive
differences. We are constantly looking for new ways to simple and
obvious designs. And our global network has the power to meet
with all you needs, both for products and service. Choose a longterm alternative. Zepro is always behind you.

Cargotec improves the efficiency of cargo flows on land and at sea - wherever cargo
is on the move. Cargotec's brands are recognised leaders in cargo and load handling
solutions around the world. For on road load handling, Cargotec provides solutions
through its Zepro and Del brands, including hydraulic tail lifts for truck and trailer
applications. www.cargotec.com, www.zepro.com

Z-Lyften Produktion AB
P.O. Box 31
641 21 Katrineholm, Sweden
tel. +46 (0)150-48 95 50
fax +46 (0)150 48 95 51
www.zepro.com

A company to rely upon

High quality

Heat of dry deserts, cold arctic winters or damp tropical air – our tail lifts
will withstand any type of climate you expose them to.

Our customers have known for a long time: Zepro means high quality. ISO
9001 is only the beginning of our extensive quality work, and we can also
boast ISO 14001 Environmental Protection System Certification. Zepro is
the only tail lift manufacturer to have both certificates.

When it comes to outstanding performances there are no short cuts.
Our products have been developed for the uncompromising climate of
northern Scandinavia, and by using superior components and materials
we build tail lifts that won’t let you down –no matter where you go.
The unbeatable reliability of our tail lifts has made us famous around the
world. Zepro has the products you need in a quality that will serve you
long term.

To us, quality encompasses everything from materials and design
to service and technical support. And we have come further than
most in our striving for perfection. Our focus is to develop products
that not only are free of problems, but also create new opportunities
for our customers. We want to give more, an experience beyond the
expected.

Surface treatment for durability.
Our tail lifts are used in one of the most
demanding of working environments. To
further extend the lifetime of the lift, and
to increase the trade-in value, we have
developed a unique system for surface
treatment. The following four-step process
gives your lift an effective corrosion protection and an attractive aesthetic finish.
1. Degreasing
2. Steel shot blasting
3. Pretreating with our advanced 		
Zinc Manganese Phosphate
corrosion protection.
4. Coating with polyester powder,
in the colour you have chosen.
The result?
Our surface treatment is so effective, we
can offer a full two-year warranty against
rust. No other competitor can match it.

Global service
Who says that size doesn’t matter? Being number one means acting like
it too. Our organisation has the strength and the resources required to
keeping your transports on the road where they belong. We are never
further away than a phone-call, with answers to your questions and time
saving specialised help. Wherever you are you can rely on our worldwide
organisation of service centres for efficient service.

Tail lifts that rise above the multitude

Fulfilling requirements

Experienced company on the road
With more than 40 years of experience we are well equipped to meet
with the needs and demands of the tail lift market, today and tomorrow.
The long-term relationships we build with partners and customers give
us access to the experience we need to continually strive towards
perfection. Our reliable and long-lived products build a trust that will last

Zepro gives you the complete solution.

in the long run. This is one of the reasons we have become the marketleader in our industry.
Wherever you are going – Zepro is always behind you.

Apart from our extensive product range of cantilever tail lifts, you will also
find a wide range of sliders for trucks and semi-trailers, and also special
applications such as flat platform models.
We have the answer to most of your goods handling problems, also when
it comes to tail lift options.
Zepro offers a wider range of platform dimensions, control unit solutions
and accessories than any other competitor. This is due to the wideranging markets and conditions that Zepro lifts have been chosen to work
in around the world. From dock lift hydraulic units to side loading ramps
for different loading capacities. Zepro has the solution to your needs.

